In the high-precision industry, accurate vibration isolation and magnetic levitation are extremely important. As a result, high-performance vibration isolation and magnetic bearings based on permanent magnets are increasingly considered. This paper proposes improved analytical expressions for the torque on cuboidal permanent magnets applied to a magnetic bearing. These novel expressions are valid for any relative magnet position, especially when surfaces of the different magnets are in the same plane. Further, the torque can be obtained with respect to any reference point. Although these equations seem rather complicated, they enable an extremely fast and accurate calculation of the torque on a permanent magnet in the presence of a magnetic field of another permanent magnet. These properties enable a fast design and optimization process of such bearings using fully analytical expressions.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
UE to the demand for ever higher performance of advanced vibration isolation systems, engineers increasingly implement solutions that were considered too risky in the past. The vibration isolation systems in high-precision applications ( Fig. 1(a) , (b)) should simultaneously exhibit high force density and low stiffness with vacuum compatibility. These systems are nowadays often air-based since PM-based systems are considered unsuitable for such high-precision applications, although vibration isolators and magnetic bearings based on permanent magnets (PMs) are increasingly considered.
PM bearings, such as shown in the schematic example in Fig. 2 , have distinct features such as clean, noiseless, and vibration and maintenance free, although high costs due to control apparatus prevent their wide applications at present [1] . However, due to their inherently high control bandwidth and accuracy they are under focus for high-performance bearing applications [2] - [5] . Accurate modeling tools are essential to obtain designs suitable to facilitate the ever growing demands.
The interaction force, stiffness and torque matrices are important design and control parameters for PM bearings and suspensions. Due to the contactless magnetic bearing topology not only the translational but also the rotational degrees of freedom of the PM-based device are passively unstable [6] and therefore require active stabilization. Although numerical means are often considered very interesting for evaluating the mechanical properties of the magnetic bearing, analytical expressions are a more elegant way due to their limited computational cost. Analytical surface charge modeling was used in [7] - [10] to obtain the interaction force between PMs with parallel or perpendicular magnetization directions. Analytical expressions for the torque on the PMs are proposed in [11] using the Virtual Work method, however these are limited to torque around the center point of the respective magnet. In this paper, the torque expressions are expanded towards such a form that torque can directly be obtained around any given point in space instead of around the center of the PM. The expressions presented are derived using the Lorentz force method. Further, discontinuous points which occur within these analytical solutions are discussed and identified. Additional analytical expressions which ensure the continuity of the obtained torque expressions are then proposed. A comparison with seminumerical and numerical models, and with measurement results validates the analytical calculation of the torque on the PMs. With these expressions it is possible to optimize planar bearing structures using fully analytical expressions [12] .
0018-9464/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE In Section II the variables which define the model are described and they are used in Section III to obtain analytical torque expressions. The discontinuities which occur in such a model are discussed and solved in Section IV. Section V compares the results with other models and finally the conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this paper, two cuboidal permanent magnets, PM1 and PM2, are studied in the cartesian coordinate system as is shown in Fig. 3 . It is assumed that these PMs are parallel to each other and that the respective magnetization vectors and are homogeneous and constant. The dimensions of the PM are defined by and , respectively. The center of PM1, , is located at and that of PM2, , at represented by the vector . The reference point for the torque calculation, , is located at . In the charge model [13] each PM is replaced by an equivalent magnetic charge density, , given by (1) where is the normal vector of the PM surfaces, is its remanent flux density and is the permeability of vacuum. The vector is the observation point, given by . In this paper the torque on PM2 is derived for the case that both PMs are magnetized along the -axis. For other parallel magnetization directions a rotation of the coordinate system suffices to obtain the torque. The torque on PM1 can be derived similarly, but is equal and opposite to the torque on PM2. The derivation for the torque for perpendicular magnetized PMs is performed using the same method as described below and is not further elaborated on in this paper.
III. ANALYTICAL TORQUE CALCULATION
This paper utilizes the Lorentz force method [14] to obtain the analytical torque expressions as opposed to the virtual work method used for torque calculations in [11] . Furthermore this paper proposes expressions for torque calculation around any reference point instead of solely around the magnet center coordinates. The torque calculation is based on the same expressions as the force calculation and is here obtained for PM2 with position vector represented by . A similar approach provides the torque on PM1 and is left for the reader. The expression to obtain the Lorentz force on PM2 has the form [10] (2)
The variable is the surface of the PM2 and is a virtual force distribution over this surface. The external magnetic flux density which is induced by PM1, , is analytically described in [7] .
To obtain correct analytical expressions for the torque on one of the PMs it necessary to integrate the torque distribution over the magnet surface. This gives
The arm is given by and (4) becomes (6) After symbolically solving (6) the resulting torque expressions for PM2 obtain the form
In this equation and are the remanent flux density components along the axis of the respective PMs. The vector contains the integrand and is separated in three cartesian components , and . These integrands are given in (8) (9) (10) and are substituted in (7) . Variables , , , , and are defined by (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) with the variables defined in Fig. 3 . Although these equations seem rather complicated, they enable an extremely fast and accurate calculation of the torque on a PM in the presence of a magnetic field of another PM.
IV. DISCONTINUITIES IN THE ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS
From (12)- (15) it is observed that for certain combinations of , and the variables , or become zero. This occurs if the edges of two PMs are on the same line. Two of the cases where this happens are shown in Fig. 4(a) . Specifically, using (12)-(15) it can be derived for case in Fig. 4(a) that (16) (17) In such case the expressions (8)- (10) and as a result the torque become undefined in that specific position. Similarly it can be derived for case that . Fig. 4(b) demonstrates that in a magnetic bearing with e.g., Halbach arrays such alignment is a common issue (dashed lines), which would result in undefined torque results.
Although linear interpolation around those non-solving points is not difficult to implement, it is a slower and less accurate method compared to the direct analytical calculation. Accuracy of the linear interpolation can be increased by taking more sample points, however at the cost of increased computational efforts. A fully analytical and computationally inexpensive solution is therefore considered to be more suitable. In [15] such analytical continuous solution was given for the interaction force and stiffness expressions. A similar approach is used in this paper to obtain the novel fully analytical torque expressions.
In the cases that , , or , the analytical expressions for are obtained by taking its respective limit points. This results in equations which are suitable for those particular positions, given by It is observed that the logarithmic terms in (18) and (19) cause complex results. Due to the symmetric summations in (7) these imaginary terms are canceled, hence, the obtained torque only consists of real numbers. By applying these equations in the appropriate cases that are mentioned a fully analytical and continuous torque calculation method for cuboidal PMs is obtained. In combination with the analytical continuous force and stiffness equations from [15] this results in a versatile analytical tool for the analysis, design and optimization of PM bearings with cuboidal magnets.
V. VALIDATION
The torques obtained by the expressions derived in this paper are compared with torque results which are obtained by the numerical Maxwell Stress integration on the analytical field (mesh (1 1 1) , the analytical charge model proposed in this paper (0) and measurements (4) . of 0.2 mm), finite element method (FEM) [16] results and measurements. This is performed for two magnets with the dimensions shown in Table I , with the reference point for the torque at mm. Fig. 5 shows the high correspondence between all methods, hence, verifies the fast-solving torque calculation proposed in this paper.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents novel analytical torque expressions for cuboidal permanent magnets. These expression enable the direct calculation of the torque on the permanent magnets with respect to any torque reference point, hence, are not restricted to computations around the center point of the object. Further, the special cases in which they are undefined are researched and expressions for the non-solving terms are proposed. The analytical solution is verified with numerical (FEM) and semi-numerical models (Maxwell Stress), and with measurements, which illustrates the accuracy of these fast-solving analytical expressions. Although they seem rather complex, the obtained expressions solve extremely fast. This makes them very suitable for the design and optimization of permanent magnet devices such as planar static magnetic bearings and vibration isolators.
